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MMS® Treasure Trove of Features
Webstercare’s Medication Management Software® (MMS) 
provides the most outstanding FREE features to support  
your growing business.
Webstercare Reports provide invaluable analytics for your 
facilities which help them stay compliant in polypharmacy, 
psychotropic drug usage and antimicrobial stewardship.
The Brand Override feature identifies brands of medication 
prescribed to customers, changes the brand if it’s out  
of stock or you change suppliers, then changes each 
Medication Profile accordingly.
à Scan the QR code and discover more  
FREE features in MMS.

GROW with MedsPro® System
Intuitive, Streamlined, Safer
It’s never been easier to grow your Webster-pak  
business with MedsPro.
Pharmacies love MedsPro, simply because it’s the  
most efficient ‘packing solution’ in pharmacy: Saves cost,  
time and space; increases safety and efficiency; interactive  
and intuitive.
YOUR CHOICE: integrate MedsPro with your  
established hardware systems or use ours!
à Boost your business growth before 30 June.

MedsPro Packing Robot  
Pocket Rocket of Automation

Launch your packing business into the new financial year 
with astronomical results! This little powerhouse is a
superior performer and can process a day’s manual
packing within the hour.* With as little as a 3x3m
footprint, the MedsPro Packing Robot is the perfect fit

for a dynamic pharmacy looking for bigger returns within
tighter parameters. The MedsPro Packing Robot will:

dispense, print, stock, count, multi pack 2-4 packs
at a time* and check with safeguarded accuracy.
à Launch your business before 30 June.

Portion-pak® System 
Little Stroke of Genius
Small, safe, resealable…  
Webstercare’s® Portion-pak is in 
a class of it’s own. This individual 
multidose blister is packed with 
safety features, including the 
resident’s photo, barcode and  
dosage times. Our ‘little wonder’ is 
both safe, flexible and convenient.  
See it to believe it!
à Scan the QR code to learn more.

APP WRAP Our Best Year Yet!
it was great to see so many of you at APP 21, which was a huge 
success. There were 5,200 visitors and everybody was brimming 
with enthusiasm to see what’s new and to mix with their 
colleagues again. Don’t be disappointed if you missed the 
event. in this issue of Quick 6, we’re featuring our ‘smallest’ 
crowd favourites with the ‘biggest’ impact. 
The question we were asked most was how to  
attract more pharmacy customers to your  
Webster-pak® business. So our July edition of  
Quick 6 will have a very special offer for you!
à STAY TUNED FOR OUR JULY 
SPECIAL FEATURE OFFER!
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5 6PocketProfile™ Medicines List 
Vital Value Add
One of the most powerful medication management tools – the 
PocketProfile costs so little, but offers so much value for your 
customers! easily printed from your MMS Software, the wallet-
sized card lists the most up-to-date medication profile, pharmacy 
and doctor's details, colour pill images and known allergies. This 
handy profile is invaluable for gP and specialist visits, and critical 
during times of emergency. Print one for customers on multiple 
medications. Touted as “one of the best relationship builders 
ever!”, it encourages regular visits to your pharmacy.
à Activate in MMS and watch your customer  
base thrive! Scan the QR code to learn more.
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  Next Issue…

 SPECIAL.
 OFFER!. 

Instant 
asset tax 
write-off

$


